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This invention relates to improvements in blood draw 
ing instruments, designed to draw blood by pressure from 
within the body, and while the device is adapted for 
various purposes, it is especially designed for extracting 
samples of blood from cattle and live-stock, for testing 
in the laboratory. 
sample from the animal, the animal frequently becomes 
obstreperous, resulting in breaking of the bottle or sample 
tube and possible injury to the veterinary. 
The primary object of my invention is the provision of 

a holder for the blood sample tube, which shields and 
protects the tube and which holder forms the support 
for the hypodermic needle. 

It is another object of this invention to provide a blood 
drawing instrument of the type described in which the 
means for holding the blood vial and tubular needle are ' 
constructed and arranged so that these parts may be 
readily assembled and disassembled upon completion of 
the blood drawing operation in an expeditious manner. 
Another object is to provide an improved device 

wherein the ditference between blood pressure and at 
mospheric pressure is utilized for extracting blood with 
out the use of a vacuum. 

Features of the invention, other than those adverted to, 
will be apparent from the hereinafter detailed descrip 
tion, when read in conjunction with the accompanying 
drawings, where: 

Fig. l is a side elevation of my improved bleeding tube 
holder. 

Fig. 2 is a side elevation of a hypodermic needle, 
which my apparatus is adapted to accommodate. 

Fig. 3 is a side elevation of a blood sample tube, and 
Fig. 4 is a vertical section of my apparatus assembled 

with the needle and sample tube in place. 
Referring now to the drawings it will be observed that 

the instrument comprises essentially three separable ele 
ments, the blood sample tube, the holder and the hypo 
dermic needle. The method of assembling these ele 
ments for use will be apparent from consideration of 
Fig. 1. The two parallel elements, 1 and 10, are con 
veniently circular in cross section and are separated at 
either end by the cap plates 2 and 3. The central sec 
tion of cap plate 2 has been thickened to provide support 
for the needle when it is in position, and this cap plate 
has a recess 4, to receive the knurled collar 5 of the 
needle illustrated in Fig. 2. An optional improvement 

slight indentation in the surface of cap plate 3 to accom~ 
modate the bottom of the sample tube of Fig. 3. The 
presser plate 7 slides on the rods 1 and 10 and is freely 
movable between the cap plates 2 and 3 in a direction 
parallel to the rods. The presser plate 7 is integral with 
a discharge tube 8, which has an inside diameter slightly 
larger than the outside diameter 9 of the needle illus 
trated by Fig. 2. The length of tube 8 is greater than 
the thickness of stopper 11 of Fig. 3, and the opening 
adjacent to cap plate 2 may be ?ared slightly, as illus 
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2 
trated, to facilitate the escape of air which may be dis 
placed from the sample tube. _ ‘ 

In assembling ‘the blood collecting apparatus for use, 
the presser plate 7 is moved toward cap plate 3 which 
enables one to ?t a sterile needle in the cap plate 2 so 
that the knurled collar 5 is retained in the recess 4. 
The presser plate 7 is then moved forward to contact the 
cap plate 2, so that the rear end of the needle 9 extends 
through and beyond the breather tube 8 thus holding 
the needle ?rmly in position. The sample tube of Fig. 
3 is then positioned by lining up the bore of stopper 11 
with the needle and tube 8 and gently pushing on the 
end of the tube until the needle passes through the 
stopper permitting the end of the sample tube to be 
wedged against cap plate 3. The assembled instrument 
is illustrated by Fig. 4. 
When it is desired to extract a sample of blood, the 

needle is inserted to tap any desired vein or artery. It 
will be noted that the breather tube 8 forms a vent from ’ 
the sample tube to the atmosphere as the‘ adjacent sur 
faces of presser plate 7 and cap plate 2 do not form an 
air tight seal. The blood pressure of the body being 
greater than atmospheric pressure, the dilference in pres 
sure will cause blood to be forced through the needle 
into the sample tube. When the desired amount of 
blood has flowed into the sample tube, the needle is 
withdrawn and the sample tube removed from the holder 
by moving the bottom end of this tube out and away 
from the needle. The used needle may be quickly re 
placed with a sterile one and a new sample tube‘ wedged into place. 

It will be apparent from the foregoing description that 
the bleeding tube holder of this invention embodies many 
advantages. It is simple in construction, has a minimum 
number of moving parts, and is economical to manufac 

It may be constructed of any non-corrosive metal 
or of plastic; and may be kept clean and in sterile condi 
tion without the exercise of undue care. The con~ 
venience of drawing blood into a tube which may be also 
used for centrifuging is of importance, since it is not 
necessary to transfer the blood after coagulation into 
another tube. The ease and ?rmness with which the 
needle may be attached to the test tube, as well as the 
fact that the test tube may be employed as a handle for 
the manipulation of the instrument, enables said instru 
ment to be made relatively small and compact. 
From the aboire description it will be seen that I have 

provided an improved device by the use of which it is 
possible to dispense with the costly and inconvenient 
vacuum tube receptacles commonly employed in devices 

pended claims. 
Having thus described my invention what I claim as 

new and desire to secure by Letters Patent is: 
1. A holder for a hollow needle adapted to embrace 

a sample tube for a ?uid passing through said needle; 

plate is moved to contact it. 
2. An adapter for a hollow needle adapted to be de 

tachabl connected to a tube for collecting a blood sample y 

drawn through said needle comprising in combination - 



agaasr'z - 

a RY§§S9¥ Plate equates. 0.11 tut?v Estrella tests at“! r39‘! 
able in the direction of theitf axes, a discharge tube ex 
tending through the presser plate; said rods being sepa 
rated by we plates: aerpemticulat t0; their'ates; the bat-i 
tom cap plate being recessed to xgec ' the closed; end. 
Of a whale tube; the tea tea Plate having. an Opening 
adapted to receive. a needle and» $9 nositientdi that it 
registers. with the discharge tube when the P1268562» Plate 
is- moved to contactv the bottom cap plate.v 

35. An adapter for a; hollow needle adapted to be de 
taehably connected to a tubefor cOlleet-inga blood sample 
drawn.- thtoush Said needle .clt?nnrisingv in. combination a 
PIQS§eIP1aIQ mounted. on two; parallel.- rods, and: max-able 
in they directionofv their axes, a d.‘ charge tube extending. 
tlitql'lgh‘ the. Pttsssr Plait/1; Said rods being senatatedi a 
distant-‘tr areatet than the stander Qf abl-ood: sample tube 
by capv plates perpendicular to their axes, the bottom 
clap‘, plateebeing‘reciessed to receive the closed‘ endof, a 
sample tube; the top cap plate havingvan opening adapted 
to, receive a needle and so positioned that; registers‘ with 
the Whats? tubs. What the Presser plateis moved to 
contactv the bottom cap} plate, 7 

4,.’ The bleeding tube holder comprising in combina 
titah @ Presser Plate mquntedt 01.1 two pvanallel- tbds and 
movable the direction of, their axes’, a discharge tube 
exit-castes thtbtlah the letesstr- mate. midway: between 
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sat} rags and in. a alaxxethtqqahtheit Q2€§$A§§i€l I091? 
being separated 'a distance ‘greater than the diameter of 
a bleeding tube by cap plates.‘ perpendicular to their axes; 
the bottom cap plate being recessed to receive the closed 
end of a bleeding tube; the top cap plate having a re 
cessed annular opening adapted to receive a needle so 
positioned that it registers with the discharge tube when 
the presser plate is moved to contact the bottom cap 
plate. . ' ' ' 

5. The bleeding tuht? holder comprising in combina 
tion a presser plate mounted on two parallel rods and 
movable in’. the direction x of; their: a discharge: tube 
extending throughithe presser plate midway between said 
rods and in a plane through their axes; said rods being 
separated a distance greater than the diameter of a bleed 
ing tube by cap plates perpendicular to their axes; the 
bottom cap plate being recessed to receive the closed end 
of‘ a bleeding tube; the. top, cap plate having ‘a; slnt'. adapted 
to: receive a, needle and: so positiazned; that it registers. 
with the'discharge tube when-the.- pressen plate ismoved 
to, Contact the bottemi. cap, plate. 
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